
Primary 1 – 04.04.20 – Literacy - Learning from Home    
Choose 1 activity to complete each day. It doesn’t matter which order you do them in.  

Phonics :Read Write Inc. 

Try to watch the Speed Sounds 

lesson on the Ruth Miskin YouTube 

channel everyday.  

https://www.ruthmiskin.com 

 

The timetable for these lessons 

is in the files section of Teams. 

 

Each lesson is available for 24 

hours so don’t panic if you miss it – 

you can watch it later in the day.  

 

There are 3 different phonics 

worksheets in the Files section 

(Primary 1 worksheets 

P1 worksheets 04.05.20).  

Look at them all with your child 

and choose the one that is best 

suited.  

 

 
 

The Ruth Miskin website/Youtube 

channel has lots of useful videos 

for parents to help with their 

child’s learning in phonics. 

Writing 

We are continuing to work on 

the story of Mavis the Magical 

Cat. 

You can find the story and 

activity book in the files 

section (P1 Help desk – 

literacy folder.) 

  

 

 

Read the story of ‘Mavis the 

Magical Cat‘  together and with 

an adult see if you can learn the 

rhyme on p9, ‘One, two, 

three’.  You may have done this 

last week.   

 

Mavis like to go on adventures.  

Can you guess where Mavis has 

been on p10 of the booklet.  

Can you take one of your soft 

toys out for an adventure? 

 

You can also do the ‘Rhyme 

Time ‘activity on p9. 

 

 

Handwriting 

Practice writing your letters. 

These ones all start by going down 

like a ladder. 

The worksheets can be found in 

the files section. 

 

 

 If you can’t print them out, just 

copy them onto some paper by 

hand. Write the letters in a yellow 

or orange pen or pencil for your 

child to trace over. 

 

The rhymes that your child has 

learned to go with each letter 

form are also in the files 

section.  

 

Challenge yourself to write them 

on the line. 

 

Get outdoors and practise writing 

your sounds on the ground using 

chalk or washable paint! 

 

 

Listening and 

talking 

 

Rhyming words are 

words that sound 

the same like cat 

and bat. 

With an adult see 

if you can think of 

words that rhyme. 

 

 
 

What rhymes with 

cat? car? pot? 

man?  

 

Can you think of a 

few that rhyme 

with each word? 

 

Can you think of 

more than your 

adult? 

 

 

 

 

 

Drawing/writing 

Draw a picture of you and your 

favourite toy.  It might be a 

teddy, an owl, a car, a dinosaur, 

a train. 

 

Remember to include  

-Detail.  That might mean eyes, 

mouth, wheels, numbers, 

patterns, depending on what 

your toy is. 

-patterns on your clothes 

-details in the background – 

where are you? How can I tell? 

 

Tell an adult all about your 

picture story.  Why is it your 

favourite toy? 

 

Have a go at writing a sentence 

or 2 about your picture.  

Remember the 5 fingers for 

writing: 

-Capital letter 

-Full stop 

-Finger spaces 

-Fred Talk words 

-Letter formation 

 

Your adult can write your story 

or some of the words for you 

too. 
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